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4 A CO rARISON OF SEW-CONCEPT BETWEEN EMR,AND NON -EMR STUDENTS

fi

schqp1

ERR j ioehigh schbol boys in regular classgs.
y

.The ata from the two instruments wdre_

r
5

study .compared the self-conceptof twenty EMR junior high

oys in special' classes with a control group of twenty non-

o.self-concept scabs were use'd
-

as measurement instruments.
,

I

collected, scored, interpreted

and compared. In addition/to they test scores from the two self-'
4.

concept dales, IQ scores and reading grade levels Were collected from

te cumulative record folders and compared.t

The-esults of the stud; supported the 1-tpothesivilich predicted
... , .

that EMR students would have more negative self-concepts than non -EMR

N

6tudents, however the differences were not significant.
' r

I
. . a

'Correlations with self- concept and reading, were positiv,a but low,

Is:ciwever there was no rela$ionship between- IQ and self-concept among
)

u

tbe EMR students. There was a high,positive relationship between IQ

L. and self-coricept among non-EMR students and a loW positiv relationship

between retdiing and self-concept.
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ChAPTER I

INTRODUCTION:

e.

In an,effort to help- many students,educitors have grouped students

by placing the slow'achievets into special clas.ses. Special class plate-
.

ment for educable mentally handicapped students (hereafter referred 0 as

EMH EMR for educable mentally4retsrded) Has many advantages, however

'special class glacememt-also has several possible disadvantages. of A

these disadvantages is the effects.of special class'placement on the student's

self-concept. Does special class placement have a negative effect on the

student's self.:-concept? If so would this interfere,with learning or academic

achievement?' These questions are important-if educators are to educate the

owe a r cti"-a closer lout at
1

e
the Student's self=concept should be tonsiderid. There is a need to determine

. 49i'

if .EMR students, as a whole, have a more negative self-concept titan nortal

regular class students.

The investigator's hypothesis was that EMR students in special classes

tend to have a Ire negative or lower self-concept than normal regular d

olass'students. This hypothesis was formed after teaching junior high s4lool
, ., 4,!t

EMR students and observing the behavior of regular claszi students and

special class students. Most often special class students appeared; to

have little respect for themselves as individuals and little respect'fox

others; they'constantlyicriticized "themselves, Other'S and their school ,..

JP -,..

assignments; they considered themselves as failures in school and the social
'!'

world; they often appeared to sit and daydream during the,entire class

period; and ?they often displayed disruptive behaviors during classes. iSome
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of the regular class students appeared to demonstrate the same type of

behavior but the degree of Incidents appeared less'disruptive.

.;

The purpose of this project was to compare the.self-cOncepts-)of EMR

junior high school boys with a control group of non-EMR boys. The problem

was to determine whither EMR students'had a lower self-concept than min-

EMR'sti,idents. In doing this study IQ and reading scores were collected
4

from the camul.ative,folders.of.both groups and compared. The relationships

of self-concept and academic achievement in reading and self- concept and

IQ scores of both groups were also noted in the" study.

For the purpose of this project, self-con is defined as the way

the student sees himselfandthe way he reports on himself.

4

c.,

V."

410
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED RESOURCES'

Several studies have indicated that.special class placement does

effect the educable Lentally retarded (EMR) student's self-concept. These

studies have also'indicated that these students have a more negative self-

concept than regular cla'ss students, however a felv. studies have indicated

that the self-concept of special class students is not dramatically different
. ,

from that of'the regular class students.

[Burger, Collins and Doherty (2) compared the self-concepts of high

schoga EMR students with a control group of hbnretarded students by using
k

the Tennessee Self- Concept Scale which consisted of fourteen categories.

"It Was hypothesized that EMR students would have significantly more

negative self- concepts than the retarded students." EMR students were

found to have a more negative self-concep on the Self-Criticism, Identity,

Social Self, and the Moral - Ethical self Scales, however no significant

diffeiences were found in the Self-Satisfaction, Behavior,. Physical-Self

and Personal47Self scales.This study alsb revealed the general negativ'
/

concepts and low self.-'esteem of both groups.

MeyeroWitz (16) did a study of the effects of special class placement

upon the EMR student's self-concept. He stated, "there are two possibilities

of change in self- concept through,plgttement in special classes: (a) tIMN

child may feel rejected because he is segrggated from <his peers; or (b) the

. -

child may feel now, among intellectual peers, adequate and accepted." If in-
.

vestigations done in-this study showed that.there is no difference between

children remaining in their regular class and children placed in a special



class, this wouldbe interpreted to mean that placement in a special class'

produced no change in self-'concept. The Illinois Index of Self-Derrogatton

scale was administered' to .180 students who were completing the first grad.

One hundred twenty subjects were EMR students (Binet IQ 60 to 85) sixty of

which remained in a regular class and.sixty of which were placed in a

special class and sixty regular class students of average IQ. The study

pointed out a significant difference between the self-concept of EMR students

and normal students in a regular class. TheEMR students in-the special

class had a more negative self-concept thou the EMR students who remained

in the regular class. The Illinois Index of Self-Derrogation used in this

study was designed for administration by the teacher to groups of five

children. This scale was standardized on a sample of 120'primarrage subjects

.with IQs between 60 and 85 and 160 children of normal IQs.
V

Mayer (12) hypothesized that EMR students who were placed in ,a special

class early in their school lives would have developed more positive self-

concepts than those who were placed ata later time was not supported by

this study. The Children's Self-Concept Scale by Lipsitt and The Way IFeel

About Myself by Piers'and Harris were administered to 98 EMR junior high

school students. Permanent record files were used to determine the number

of years spent in regular class prior to special class placement. The results

of this study revealed that there was no relationship of time of placement,

in a special class and self-concept, however there was evidence that EMR

s..ients developed self-concepts which compared positively with those'

of normal students.

Carvajal (4) study done on l'DO EMR students, 50 of which were in 'special

class and 50 of which were in regular class indicated that'physical setting,
.

whether 1.n special class.. or regular class, was not significant variable

in the development of the self-concept f educable retarded adolescents. The
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fotir criteria used ,in this 'study were, "I See Nyself:As," "my Parents

See Me As',". "My Friends See Me As," and "Most of My Teachers See Me As."

The prediction variables were sex, age, IQ, employment status, socioeconomic

conditions, siblings in special education, parent's edUcation, teacher

preparation, curriculuml educational setting and home status. The subjects

ranged in age 14-17 years, had\IQ range of 65-80, showed no evidence of

physical impairments and had been in their present class setting for the

past two years.'

A wide-range self-concept scale was developed and adMinistered to

students in grades 3, 6 and 10 by Ellen Piers and Dale Harris. (10) The

study reported was the "first btep in systematic efforts to develop and
1

to

standardize 4 general self-concept instrument which could be used with'

children over a wide age range and determine correlates of self- concept

in children."' Slow, average and bright students participated id.theistddy.

The relationship between self-concept scores and IQ was considerably

greater at the sixth grade level, indicating that EMR students would have

a lower pelf-concept than regular class students. The self-concept scale

was also administered to a group of 88 adolescent institutionalized

retarded females whose' mean IQ was 69.6 and s reading level of 3.0 or abovW.

Scores' confirmed expectations that dhe eelf-concept of EMR students would

fall befow that of normals.

. The McCandless and Willey study'(14) of self-concept was done on five

fifth grade normal, regular classes and five EMR special classes. Testing'

consisted ofasking the children to check 46 adjectives as "like" or "not-

"

like" the reference groUp. The groups differed in about the same ratio of

unfavorable adjectives they attributedto themselves. Each group viewed

itself morepositively than it was viewed by the other group. Positive'
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self-concepts as a group appeared to hold equally by normal and EMR students.

McCand/ess and Willey felt' that the typical ENk.-student.possesgid a more

negatime.self-concept and own group copcept'than was revealed'throughthe

instrument used in the study. Tiley'indicated that the lipthods for. testing

y 'have been to open and direct for
SN
explorini the more sensitive-self 'and

self group concept. They suggested using metho'& that are lesi obx.iously

a

socially desirable or undesirable.

Carrol (3) compared the self-concipt of EMR students in a segregates

special class to the self.-concepttof EMR atudents in a partially, integrated
.

. class by means of a pretest, posttest over a periodOf one academic year.

The Illinois Index of Self Derrogation and the Wide Range Achievement Test
0

were administered to both groups. The results of the study indicated that

EZIR students in a segregated special class would show leas improvement

in self-concept than EMR, students in a partially integrated setting. The

study concluded that children fully Integrated into the eegalar,class

diti academically. The

that segregated special cIass

self-concept.

results of this study appeared- -to confirm

placement does have an effect on the student's

The relationship of -teacher ratings and self-concept-a-UR students

was examined in a study done by Dalton and Richmond. (5) 'One hundred

subjects were randomly selected from all educable classrooms in a large

urban school system. The subjects ranged in ages 9 tp 15 years. The.IQ4

of these subjects ranged from,50 to 75. Teachers rated each.student-on

social behavior, academic and emotional which were componefts

of thePerformance Profile for the Young Mo4ererely and MildlyiRstarded
r

scale. The Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory was administered 'to the
-

students. This stliy indicated that those students ranked high in academic
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areas by their teachers had a more po. tive self-concept than those
e

students who were ranked low im a emic areas.-howevet teacher evaluation

of the student's social and em tional behavior ware; not sightficantlyc

related to 'self rating:. Dalton and Richmond stated the imvitance,of
...

. t

the mentally retarded children to learn to4achieve academicall, since/
.

. .'

academic pr4greisof mentally retarded children as an important variable
.4.

:

' in the development of their total self-concept.

Mayer (13) implied- that -the self-concepts of MI junior high school
...v,

5,
"torten?* in special classes are:nd4 too different from those of the nortial

and.their'self-concepts do not vary by socioeconomic level orinteltlgefice '
%......c 4

lleve within
.

the range 50
.

to 75. ...7'

,4:-.,' :41 .
, _. , .-,

Mcbarwid (15) studied 50 secondary Ythool cLasses for Erlic studonts,

His conclusions reve aled tbat students with higher IQs were 0tind to

have, more positive self-concepts4.t
. 6

The article (9) "Self- Concept and Acalatc Underachievement-
.

defelned .

. \
self-concept as ':the attitudes and feelings that a person has regardA

himself." The-theorv'thac hAth aette4ers have a more mojtiv'e.self-concept
.

.

than low achievers was examined and confirmed in a s
4 ,

done on 88 h
.

out

grade students jlth 1() radges of 90-110 on titirnalifornia Test of Mental

k
i

.
..0. ,

Maturity. The,,..median grade point average was compbted. Students who.

felled below Che median were considered underachiesers.

Smith (2t) stated in 'his book that low concepts of_self;worrh isia

secondary characteristic Ich is common among teenageretardates,

Secondary characteristice0 as stated by.Smith, become more obvious.

'com2lIcated andNifficult s the retarded individual apprp4rhes and il!oceeds

through adolescence.'
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Rothstefn.(19) stated,. "A characteristic EMR children is that of

self-devaluation which Ls A resUlt.of imbalance between the child's

)00°'
competencies, intellectual and physical, and the demands of his environment."

Self-devaluatiop often demonstrated through behavior and attitudes, tbere-

fore the
t
child often has strong feelings of'unworthilless. Rothstein

stressed the impQTtance o the teacher's role in-guiding the child ln.

changing the negative self-concepts to more positive self-concepts,

because self-concepts formed and, reinforced during childhood often persist

throughput adulthood.

Sawrey.(2)) defines "self-concept" as "how one thinks of himself as
'.%

a peraoh." He:stated that is is important for the teacher to be aware of

how each dhild thinks of himself as a person and how his self-conCept,

when once developed,becombs an anchoring point for the student's behavior.

Conforming t000r rebelling against teachers, classmates and rules could

often be understooli An terms of the child's self-concept. Sawrey believed

that disciplinari proCedures, reinforcement 'in learning, the use of

rewards and punishment as behavior control can only be carried out adequately
.

by way of understanding, the seftlaoncept of the students.

Michael, Robeck and Wilson (17) indicated that failures in'school,

supported by negative reinforcements often leads to negative self-concepts.

Often attitudes of defense and regression are indicators of negative self-

concepts. It was stated that children of low-socio-economic backgrounds

and below average intelligence are likely to see themselves as failures

and often have low perceptions of theme lees.

Fox, Luszki and Schnwch'(7) defined "self-concept" as a "person's
i A.--

view of hiliiSelf, the moist complete picture that an indi dual has of

himself at a particular time." They indicated that the way erson sees

hithself may be the key factor influencing his behavior. Teachers should



be concerned with the self-concepts of their students becaUse the self-

concept is a good indicator of the condition of the student's mental

health, the way.a person seed himself is often a determinant of his be-

havior toward others, a person with a negative self-concept often sees

himself as a failure and the self-concept can be changed.

Most of the research findings and articles agreed that the self-
.

concept is seen-as a determining element in behavior. The definition of

111

self-concept was common among most of_the tesearchers and educators.-
.

"Self-concept" is the_ way an individual sees himaelrat any particular

time. Most of the studied also revealed that negative self-concept if

4

reinforced will continue throughout adulthood.. All of the studies stressed

the iMportance of having a positive self:oopcept.

The purpose of the article. written"by Lawrence and Winschel (11)

was 'to review the research done on the self-concept of the rvarded

students and to focus on the use of instruments used'to measure self-

concept. They concluded that more research should be done in this area

and many of the instruments used for measuring, lf-concept are qbestion-

able,

Instruments used and interpretations are important'in assessing

th self-concept. Most instruments yield only anlestimate of the child's

self - concept. Gonoion ($) pointed out in her manual, HOw I See Myself

that all self - concept, instruments have weakinessess. Some of the weaknesses

of the instruments used to measure'self-concept are: students may not

be truthful in answering the questions, they may 'answer as they believe

the teacher wishes, students may not respond to. a particula tem and

Oey may not understand the test items.

One advantage of using the "HQw I See Myself ". scasle by Gordon is

....-

that this scale is for group comp risons. Thek-scale was revlsed.in order
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to lake the language less ambiguous. The scale was administered tdiAbjects

in the third, fifth, sixth, seventh, tenth and twelfth grades. The items

on the test wera,)constructed from data from approximately 9,900 children.

The instrument was easy to score. Positive self-concepts were indicated

by high scores. This instrument was used in the4tudycfor group coMparisons.

The self- concept sfas, group of normal regular class students was comp

to a group. of DAR special class students. The Dingus e used in the

2
instrument was appropriate for bath groups. the instrument was also'

used with subjects who were similar to the subjects who were tested.

The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, (18) "The Way I

red

Feel About Myself" was also chosen to be'used because it was standardized

usihg high scl.Tolslow, average and bright\subjects from a, cross section

of socio-economic levels. This scale...was used in several studies with

\reins"' and EMR students, g4ades 3-12. sOne-disadvantage of using this

scale in the study Was that it required a third grade reading level.

Most of the EMR students tested were reading Blow the_ third grade level,

however the test was =read to the EMR student Mayer used this scale

in both of his-studies. (12) and (13)' The vocabulary-awas also appropriate

. -

for the subjects.
.

Only two of the instruments which were used in the previous studies
i

comparing the self-concept of EMR sliecial: class students were,approftiate

for both. groups. The two different instruments for measuring self-concept

lend belief to the finding of the study.
/

Most of these resligch findings supported the inve tigatur's theory

that EMR students in special classes do have a more negative self-concept

, than normal regular class students, however Mayer's:study of EMR junior

high school students in special ci4saes and Carvajal's study revealed that
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at,

1

the self-concepts of 131R stiVents,were not -too' different from those of

norimal students. Several, tudieqt also supported the'hypothesis that

students with higher IQs and students who::r'anked in academic areas,

43.

tend to have more po sitive self-canc-epts._

owl

4,

e
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`CHAPTER III

IMPLEMENTING THE RESEARCH DESIGN

The hypothesisthat EMR students in sfecial education classes tend
0

to have amore negative self-concept than non-EMR students was tested by

administering -two self-concept scales to regular class students and EMR

students. The' purpose of this project was to compare the.seif-conceits
.

of EM'Vjuni,Fr high.school boys with a control group of normal regular class`

junior high school boys. The problem was to determine whether EMR students

had a lower self concept than notkEMR ,Students:c

The subjects on whom data was cofiected were eighth and ninth grade

boys, twenty of whiCh were'EMR special class students, and twenty. of which

were regular class 'Students: The boys of both grow s were fourteen and

fifteen years` old. The m op.ty of ,the subjects 'lived in low income

residential areas and was onsidered as being culturally deprived. The

study Was done at a local public iener city, all black junior 'high .school

in Gary,'Indiana.

The control group consisted ptv twenty non-EMR regular class students

randomly selected. All of the students were reading at or abov:fifth grade

level. Their IQs,ranged from 75 to 125 with a mean IQ of 95. It was indicated

in the. proposal .presented previously t these students had reading levels

of sixth grade or above and I s rangin from 94 to 120, however after

collecilang data from the folders the c# ges were.noted due to recent

testing. Most of the students were co dered es average or above average

achievers scholastically.

The twenty educable mentally handicapped studentS-were in special"



classes, and had-beetifor at leastthree years or longer. Their IQs

ranged from"52-77 (Binet) and ;heir reading levels tangedfeom

They were assigned to special classes in English, Math and.Soci'al Studies,

but ware allowed to'attend gym, music, shop and or tart with the regular

class students. There were four wings in the school,' each of which serviced

four departments, English, Math, Social StUdies and others, however .the

three special education class rooms were grouped together on one.Wing.'

Two self-Concept scales, "The Pier-Harris Scale" and "The Gordon's,

Howj See Myself Scale" were administered to both groups by the investi-

gator. The subjects were tested in two groups: all EMR students in one

group, and all non-EMR-students in the other group. The questiOns and test

items were read to the group of,EMR students au.thet the inability to

read would not be.a factor iii the obtained scores, The' investigator talked
.1

to the student4 about the importance. of finding out how students really.

felt aboutthemselves, tefore d.stributing the test hooklets. The students

were encounaged.to answer the items as they really felt they were, not as.

they thought they should be It teas also stlesse 'that the two scales

were notda test, there were no, right or' wrong answers,: the results would.

not affect their schoOl grades and would be kept confidential.

The ,Piers-Harris scale was administered' to bothgroups;,bUt-separately,

the first day of testing.. The instructions were readaloud hythe

investigator. It-was stressed that the students*.indicate their responses

by. putting a circle around either yes or no for all eighty items. There

should have been no ottOsions and no double. circles, even if some items

'were 4 cult to decide, Each item was read twice to the EMR gtoup,

each student circled his answer in thetest booklet. The non-EMR students

preferred to read the items (themselves. Each group-appeared to under-
.

stand each item and completed the scale with no difficulty. The
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4

group completed the scale with no difficulty. The En group completed the,

scale within 15 minutes and the'non47EMR group were finished in 10 minuteS/

The test consisted of eighty tteus which were scored by using the key j,

k \.

provided. Vour of the items werm.reversed from the original f in.o0ek

to provide a balance of items keyed yes and no. High scores indicated a

positive self-concept, whereas loW scores indicated a negative self-concept.

Scores we computed and the mean score was calculated for,each.group and

compared. The standard deviation at t -value were also coppdt'ed anti.

compared. Thic:Cale t.m.s believed to be the most reliable of the two "scales

because of the sass -cif administering, its low readability and low

comprehens4n

The secondary form of "How I See Myself Scale" by Gordon was ad-
.

ministered the followin st day. The scale consisted of 42 items, eight-
/

teed of which were rev rde o there would be a decrease in the tendency

of students to go-down the five's column in making their responses. Each:

item was read to the EMRIFtudents as they circled the, numher which best

-

described them. The ENR st ents experienced some difficulty in completing

the scale. They were Advise to ask questions if they did nap tinders

the items. The .items were en explitined to the subjects. The non-EMR

students appeared to experience no difficulty in completing the test.

11*

The test sheets were collected and'scored. The eighteen items' were

converted. so that fie represented the positive end Of the scale\ The

higher the score, he'more positive the student's self-concept. The mean
.

. .c

compared. The standard deviationscore, for each group was calculated and

and' t-value were also computed and compared.

The IQ scores and reading levels 9fuboth groups were collected from

the cumulative Zolders. IQ scores for non-EMR studrtS were based on scores

received on the Lorge4horndike, Secondary Battery which had'been
New

I 9
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administeied inMarc.h,.1974. The IQ scores for the EMIR students were based

on the Binet received in May, .174. and Januaiy,-1975. The relationships

between IQ and self-concpet and achievement in reading and self-concept

ob both groups'were also compared. The IQ mean score anpi the self-concept

mean score of the two groups were compared. The standard deviation and the

t-value fhr each group were also computed and compared for reading and IQ..

O

vt
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CHAPTER IV

DATA AND ANALYSIS ..

The findings of this study indicated significantdifferences In

the self-concpet of EMR and non-EMR students on the Piers - Harris Self-

Concept Scale, however the differences were not so significant on the

.Gordon's Self-Concept Scale.

The means and standard deviations of the Piers-Harris Scale were

. computed for both groups and compared. These results weie reported in'

Table I. The mean self-concept score was 56.6 for the .EMR group and

65.35*for the nbn-EMR group On "The Way I Feel About, Myself," Piers-

Harris scale with standard deviations of 9,2 and 3.9 respectively. -The

t-value of.3.4 as indicated in Table A showed a significant difference be-
',

1....
.

tween the self-concepts of the.EMR and non-EMR group. A t-value of
j
2.89 is

.r r

necessary at the,.01 level of confidence. These results supported,:the
A ,

. ..,,$

'hypothesis that EMR students do have a more negatives self-concept than-

non -EMR students. The mean score of both groups were within the normal
4

range when compared with the normative data.

The mean scorel4nd standard deviations were also computed and comp'ared

for Gordon's, "How I See Myself" self-concept scale. The mean score for the

EMR group was 134.2 and 141.6 for the non-EMR group as indicated in Table r.

Zhe Standard deviation for the EMR group was 14.8 as compared to 17.6 for

the non-EMR group. The t-value was 1.5. A t-value of 1.3 was necessary at

1
the .20 level of confidence. The differences between the mean score wad not

. .

significant, although it was in the hypothesized direction that EMR students

do have a lower self-concpet than regular class students.
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- Two predictor variables, IQ and reading of the two self-concept

scales were also analyzed. The Pearson product-moment correlations were

calculated for self-concept and IQ and self-concept and.reading.

The IQ mean scores',, standard deviations and t-value calculated for

both groups are presented in-Table I. The results indicated a significant

difference between .IQ of the EMR group and IQ of the non -EMR group. This

rq

difference was expected because a low IQ was one characteristic of EMR

students. The mean IQ of 95.4 ,for the EMR group was 66.75.with a standard

deviatibn of 5.6 as compared.to the. mean IQ of 95.4 for the non-EMR group

with a standard deviation of The findings of this study indicated

,that there is a positive correlation between IQ and self-concept for the

non-EM11. group. (Set Table II-Piers-Harris scale .547 and Gordon's scale

f .583) however Table II also indicated that IQ is not a predictor of self-

concept for the EMR4srouP. (correlation = .133 Piers-Harris scale and .151

Gordon's scale)

Table I showed,the mean scores for reading grade levels for both

groups. The" for the EMR group was 2.8. with a standard deviation

of .74 as compared to the mean score 6f 6.67 for the non-EMR group with

a standard deviation of .97. The t-value for reading between the two groups

was expected. This significant difference was expected because. most EMR

students read at or below third grade level. It was interesting to note

the aliTiost identical correlation for reading and self-concept on the Piers-

Harris scale for both groups. The correlation as shown in Table II for

% the'EMR group was .376 and .377 for the non-EMR group. Since the critical

value of relationship at the .05 level was. .378 there was no cprrelation

Cbetween reading grade level and self-concept.

In general, the EMR group obtained a. lower mean score on both self

concept scales than the non-EMR group. There was a positive correlation.
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of IQ and self-concept for-the non-EMR grog, however there was no relation-%

ship betteen IQ/and self-concept for the non-EMR group. There wr,s no

significant correlation of reading and self-concept for both groups.

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SELF-CONCEPT, 19 AND READING LEVELS BETWEEN

EMR AND NON -EMR STUDENTS

Variable
Total Raw-

Score
Mean
Score SD t-Value

Piers-Harris Scale
Self- Concept

EMR 1132 56.6 6.2 3.4*
Non-EMR 1307 65.35 9.6

Gordon's Scale
Self-Concept

EMR 2683 134.2 14.8 1.5**
Non-EMR 2838 141.9 17.6

EMR 1325 66.7 5.6 9.4
Non-EMR 1908

.

95.4 12,3

Reading

EMR 56.1 2.8 0.74 14.1
Nbn-EMR 133.4 6.67 0.97

*degree of freedom = 3,8, a "t"-value of 2.89 was necessary at the .01 levek
of confidence

**a "t!'-value of 1.3 was necessary at the .20 level
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TABLE' II. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS-

410

EMR NORMAL

IQ and Self-Concept
'(Piers - Harris Scale) .133 :547

IQ and Self-Concept
(Cordon's Scale) .151 .583

Reading and Self-Concept
(Piers-Harris Scale) .376 .377

Reading and Self-Concept .309 .240

ti

Critical value377rliationship at .05 level, .378'
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
r. .

Two self-concept scales were admrnistered to 40 junior,high school

20

boys, twenty of which were educable mentally retarded.in special classes

and twenty of which were non-EMR boys in regular classes. , The self

scales administered to the'60 subjects were the Piers-Harris Self-Concept

Scale, "The vAi i Feel. About Myself" and. "The How I See Mysilr'scale by

Ira J. Gordon.-Mean group scores on hot)? scales,Were compar for the to

groups. The relatOnships of IQ and 901F4-concept .and reading an elf-concept

mete also analyzed: .

The total raw scores for both scales for both groups fell within the

JI°
normal range, indicating that both groups as a whole had positive self-

concepts, however the study indicated that the non-EMR group had a more

positive self-Concept then .the ENR group. The results of, the i-value supported

the predicted hypothesis that EMR students had less positive 904f-concepts
N,

than regular class students. The .t -value between the two groups on the

Piers-Harris Scale indicated a significant difference, however no sigdificant

differences were found on Gordon's Scale.

This study was in partial agreement with Meyerowitz's study (l6) which

indicated that there was a significant difference between the self-concepts

of EMR students and normal students, however it was also in disagreement

with Meyerowitz's findings which indicated that the EMR 4tuden69"iind non-EMR

students stored only at the 30th percentile as compared with"normative data

(indicating that both groups had low self-concepts)

' -a
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4 There is evidence of a positive relationship between self-concept and

IQ for the non-Eftk group, however there is no correlation betwien IQ anii

.self-copcept for thE'DIR group. sehelm results partiaLly supported the

hypothesis.that students with higher IQs hAd almOre positive self-concept

than students witOlomer IQs. Thistnidinkis inivree:eat with Mcdarvic s

:And five earlier reports indicated in his study. (14) This theory did got

.hold true/for the EMR.grdup. McGarvie reported, "many educators a:e

convinced that persons in the lower ranges ofintslligence are more'otilivious

to ;heir plight and ibreforA ..ve more mitiveself-esteem." The inveselituoi
r.

believed that the EMR group may have had a tendency to mark the en4 numb(i)rs''
.

without considering the inside or middle numbers. - -*

e . *.. . i
'The theory that students wi i higher reiding leyels would have Lamm.

.-1
._ LI .

positive self-concept than students reading at theltv levels was not .- ..."4

- ,

... 4

.1 supported by this study. Both troupe showed, low correlatlohs between reading

and self-concept on both scales. Thisfinding was in agreementKrith Dalton

and Richmond's_ findings (5) which implied that those stuaenisiranked high

in academic areas bad a more positive Self-concept those students who

.

ranked low illocademie areas. The PtR group ranked lower ih reading than

the non -EHR group, and also had-a lower self -con5ept than the non-EMB group.

IQ and reading is not ,a significant yariable for predicting self-
.

concept'of EMR students, -trowtmer IQ could be a predicting variab for.

..".non-EMR students. Reading 6as not a predictor of self-concept for both

groups.\'"The findings reveal!!ci that a less positive self-concept may Se

caused by many factors other than lack of intelligence and low reading

abilities.

It was concluded that special class placement may have an effect on

the student's self-concept. Ohe implication which emerged from this project

r
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was that the curriculum for EMR students should include emphasis on social

development as well as'academic progress. Another implication which

emerged from the project' was that more studied are needed in this.area,

of self-concept of EMR students using a pre-test before being placed

into a special edUcation program and a post-test several years, after

placement.

4"
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Here are a set of statements., Sofne of them are true oryou and so you will circle
the yes. Some are not true of you and so you will circle the no. Answer every
question even if some are hard to decide, but do not circle Both Les and no. Re-
member;.eircle theyqlf'fbe.staternent is generally like you: or circle the no if.
the .statement is generAy 'riot' like you. There are no right or wrong answers.
Only,you cpn tell -us how youfeel about yourself, so we hope you will mark the
way you really eel inside.

1. My classmates make fun ofztne yes no

2. I am a happy person yes no

3. It is hard for, me to make friends
%UV

yes,

4. I am often sad no

5. I am smart ......, yes no.

.6. I am shy . . yes no

7. I get nervous when the teacher calls on me yes no

8. /4 l`c3oks bother me yes no

9. When I grow up, I will be an important person yes no

10. I get worrie when we have tests in school yes no

I am unpop lar yes no

12. I am well hayed in school yes no

13. It is usuallj my fault when something goes wrong yes no,..

14. I cause tr uble,to my family yes' no '-

15. 1 am strap yes no

lb. I have good Seas yes 'no

17. n important member of my family

18. usually want my own way

1

yes no

19. I am good at making' things with my yes no

20. I give up easily yes no



21. I- gm good in my school work yes no

22. I do many bad things yes no

23. I can draw well yes no

24.i I am good in music yes no

25.. I behave badly at borne yes no

26. I an) slow in finishing my school work

27, .I am an important member of my class

28. I am nervous

I have,pretty,elyes

30. I can give a-goo.d report in front of the class
r

31. In school I am a dreamer r

32. I pick on my-brother(7) and sisters) a

33. My friends* like my ideas

34. 1 often get into trouble

35. I 9m obedient- at home

36. I am lu

37. t worry a lot yes

38. My parents expect too much of me

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no _

yes no

no

yes no

39.. I like being the way I am yes no

40. I feel 'left out of things yes no

ti



41. I have nice hair . yes no

42. I often volunteer in school . yes no

43. I wish I were different yes no

44. 1 deep well at night
, yes no

4.5. 1 hate school 4
yes no

46. i am among the last tc be chosen for games yes no

47. I am sick a lot . . ..
ycs no

48. lam often mead to other people yes no

49. My classmates in school think I have good ideas yes no

50. I am unhappy yes no

I have mciny friends yes no

52. I am cheerful yes no

53. I am dumb about most things yes no

54. I am good looking yes no

55. I have lots of pep yes no

,
56. I get into a lot of fights yes no

57. I am popu!ur with !toys yes no

58. People pick on me yes ro

59. My family is disappointed in me yes ro

60. tlfave a pleasant face yes no
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61. When I try to make something, everything seems to go wrong

A I am picked on at home

63. I am a leader in games and sports

64. I am clumsy

65. In games and sports, I watch instead of play

66. 'I forget what I learn

67. I am easy to get along with

168. I lose my temper easily

69. I am popular with girls

70. I am a good reader .

71. I would rather work alone than with a group

72. I like my brother (sister)

73. I have a good figure

74. I am often afraid

75. I am always dropping or breaking things

76. 1 can be trusted . . .

77. I am different from other people

78. I think bad thoughts

79. I cry easily

80. I am a gold pereon

Score:

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

ves no

yes- no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes 'no



Name: Grade: Sex: Age :. 26

Schoml: Elementary Form

HOW I SEE MYSELF Acl?ENDIX.

Developed by Ira J. Gordon, Director, Institute for Dexelopment.
of Human Resources, College of Education, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida 32601.

1. Nothing gets me too mad

2. I don't stay with things
and finish them

3. I'm very good at drawing

4. I don't like to work on
committees, projects

5. I wish were smaller
(taller

6. I worry a lot"

7. I wish I could do some-
thing with my hair

a
8. Teachers like me

9. I've lots ofenergy

10. I don't play games very
well

11. I'm just the right
weight

12. The girls,doniXt like

me, leave e out

13. I'm very goad at, speaking
before a gro

14. My. face is pre (good
lodking)

I.:. I'm vergood in mu ic

16. 1 get alonglwel with
teathers ,e

17. I don't like teachers
"",

.1,8. I don't feel at ease,
comfortable inside

). 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 - 2 3 4

3

1 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

\2 3 4

1 3 4

5 1 get mad easily and explode

5 I stay with something till
I finish

5 not muth good in drawing

5 I like to work with othA.s

5 I'm just the right height

5 I don't worry much

5 My hair is nice-looking

Teachers don't like me

5 I haven't much energy

5 I play games very well

5 I wish I were heavier,
lighter

5 The girls like me a Lot,
choose me

5 I'm not much good at speaking
before a group

5 I wish I were prettier
(good looking)

5 I'm not much good in music.

S I don't get along with
teachers

S I like teachers very much

1 2 3 4 5 ' 1 feel very at ease,
comfortable inside

1-'4



Elementary Form 110W I.SEE MYSELF Page 2

15. I don't like to try
new things

20.. I have trouble control- .

ling my feelings &

21. I do well in school work

22. I want the boys to like
me

23. I don't like the Kay I
look

.1,

24. I enirt\witint the girls

to like me

25. I'm very healthy

26. I don dance well

27. I write_well

28. I like-to work alone.44

29. I use my time well

30. I'm not, much good at mak-
ing things with my hands

;)
31. r° Wish I could do some-

thing about my skin

32. School isn't interesting
to me

33. I don't do mathematics}
well

34. I'm not as sma,-t as the
others

35. The boys like me a lot,
choose me

36. my clothes are not as
I'd like

37. I like school

3g. I wish I were built like
the others

39. I don't read ukv11

40. t. don't learn new

things easily

4 5

1 ' 2 3 '4 S

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 -5

,
N

1 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 . S

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 5

1 4 5

1 .2 3 4 'S

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 ' 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

.1 2 3 4

1 3 4 S

1 2 3 4 5

I like to try new things

L can handle my feelings

I don't do, well in school

I don't want the boys to
like me

f like the way I look

I want the girls to like
me .

iget sick a lot

I'm a very good dancer .

I don't write well:

I don't like to work plone
.

r don't know how to plan
my time

I'm very good at making
-tiiings with my hands

My skin is nice-looking

School is very interesting

I'm real good in mathematics

I'm smarter than most of
the others

The boys don't like me,
leave me out

My clothes are nice

I don't ii...e/school.

nappy w/i'th the way I am

I read very well

I learn new thingssaJily



APPENDIX C

Raw Test Scores and Mean Scores

27

Subjects
Pair No.

(Piers-Harris)
Self-Concept

EMR non-EMR

(Gordon)
Self-Concept

EMR non-EMR EMR

IQ

nos -EMR

Reading

FmR uon-EMR

1 64 75 133 152 59 89 2.,2 5.6

2 . 43 75 119 164 56 , 96 3.2 6.3

3 57 74 149 176 70 116 '3.2 8.0

4 65 72 142 172 77 127 3.2 8.3

5 69 70 157 160 66 106 2.6 7.5

6 60 69 140 132 61 100 2.6 6.0

7 50 69 129 131 66 92 2.4 6.9

8 65 67 153 128 64 106 1.3 8.3

9 59 65 121 144 72 95 3.0 6.1

10 65 65 139 145 68 96 2.1 4
=

11 62 65 145 117 63 75 1.5 5.8

12 63 64 143 109 70 95 3.0 6:5

13 63 64 98 138 69 92 2.9 8.0

14 59 63 142 136 62 90 4.0 7.1

15 62 63 145 150 63 95 2.0 6.6

16 51 62 122 123 70 95 3.1 7.1

17 49 59 110 145 63 100 3.6 6,5

18 36 59 125 134 65 75 2.6 5.

19 36 54 132 152 75 84, 3.8 5.0

20 54 53 139 130 66 84 3.0 6.3

Raw Scores 1132 1307 2683 2838 1325 1908, 56.1 133.4

Mean Scores 56.6 65.35 134.2 141.6 66.75 95.4 2.8 6.67

S


